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VICE-CHANCELLOR’S REPORT TO COUNCIL

11 JULY 2005



This Report deals only with those matters that are not on the agenda and covers:

	Applications and admissions
	The Olympics 2012



Applications and admissions

I shall be very brief. I normally tell Council about the latest situation on applications and admissions but this time you will have received written papers on both the UG and PG situation, so I shall confine myself to a few comments. 

Firstly, it is clear that we face a difficult year, with immediate and adverse financial consequences. Our UK and EU undergraduate figures look healthy enough, with a 5% increase in firm acceptances. While this may well mean that the University will have its best qualified home/EU UGs in its history, and rely less on Clearing than ever before, it does not  help financially because the Government through HEFCE sets a cap on the number of home/EU students we can admit.

However, UG applications from overseas are down 16% compared with last year and firm acceptances are down by as much as 34%. Nationwide factors are at work, such as the strength of the pound, the adverse publicity for the Government’s visa policies and stronger competition from other countries. 

But the figures for Essex are worse than the national average by some margin. Factors particular to the University are also at work. The University has suffered because the markets that have declined most sharply are China, primarily, but also other parts of the Far East where traditionally we have been strong whereas the markets that have held up or improved are in areas where we are relatively weak, e.g. Nigeria. 

We are taking all the measures we can to limit the damage this autumn, but we have marked down our expected number of new overseas UGs by 40% and this has had the impact on our 2005/6 budget – and of course on income in the following two years - which is described in more detail in the finance papers. Looking further ahead we are making no assumption that the Far Eastern market will necessarily revive. Christine Temple, our PVC for Resources, is undertaking  a fundamental review of our overseas recruitment strategy, organisation and resourcing and will report on this by the beginning of the new academic year. 

Applications and offers for postgraduate places are also showing a decline compared with last year, albeit less dramatic, across UK, EU and overseas categories and we shall be hard pressed to meet our targets, but probably will not fall far short. 



 The Olympics 2012

The decision to hold the 2012 Olympics in London will bring both potential benefits and problems to the University. On the plus side the need for Olympic standard training facilities at sites close to London, gives the University the opportunity to bid for funds for facilities at both our Colchester and Southend sites. Our excellent reputation in sports science will be a bonus. (Southend is important, by the way, because it is part of the Thames Gateway development region which is expected to get preferential treatment for Olympic investment.)  
On the other hand we can expect construction costs to rise even faster as skilled labour and resources are sucked into East London.
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